DECLARATION OF CAMPAIGN LOANS REPORT*

Name: ____________________________________________________________

This schedule must be filed with the Campaign Fund Report for the transaction period in which the loan was received.

I. CONSENT OF RECIPIENT

I, ____________________________, hereby acknowledge receipt of a loan on ____________________________, in the amount of $__________________made payable to ________________________________ from ________________________________.

A copy of this Report has been supplied to the lender.

II. CERTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the above-referenced loan:

☐ 1. Is from a financial institution or other entity in the business of making loans;

   Or

☐ 2. Is personally guaranteed by me and required to be repaid within one (1) year from the date of the loan.

_______________________________________________
Signature of Candidate

_______________________________________________
Date

* Loans from a candidate or spouse are exempt from completing this Declaration, however said loans must still be shown on Schedule 3.

February 2019
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